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1. TITOLO – “GLOBAL RISKS 2015”  

EVENTUALE TITOLO EDIZIONE ORIGINALE 

2. AUTORE : WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM 

EVENTUALI NOTE SULL’AUTORE 

Il World Economic Forum (http://www.weforum.org/)  conosciuto anche come Forum di Davos,  è 

un’iniziativa senza fini di lucro avviata nel 1971, con il patrocinio della Commissione Europea e delle 

associazioni industriali europee, dall’economista ed accademico Klaus Schwab con l’obiettivo di 

promuovere il confronto tra esponenti di primo piano della politica e dell'economia internazionale con 

intellettuali e giornalisti selezionati, per discutere delle questioni più urgenti che il mondo si trova ad 

affrontare. 

Il WEF si considera "impegnato a migliorare la condizione del mondo" e si sforza di essere imparziale e 

privo di vincoli di natura politica, ideologica o nazionale, ma, principalmente a causa del suoi stretti legami 

col mondo della finanza e dell’industria, le sue posizioni ed iniziative sono state costantemente e 

fortemente avversate dal mondo dell’ambientalismo e no global. 

3. CASA EDITRICE 

World Economic Forum 

4. ANNO PUBBLICAZIONE 2015  

il report può essere liberamente scaricato al seguente link (http://reports.weforum.org/global-risks-

2015/), e possono altresì essere scaricati gli analoghi report prodotti negli anni precedenti 
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5. BANDELLA LATERALE con breve descrizione dei contenuti del “Libro Consigliato” 

A global risk is an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, can cause significant negative impact for 
several countries or industries within the next 10 years. 
 
A trend is defined as a longterm pattern that is currently taking place and that could amplify global risks 
and/or alter the relationship between them. 
 

This 10th edition of the Global Risks report is published at a time of profound transformations to our global 

context. Ongoing political, economic, social, environmental and technological developments are 

challenging many of our underlying assumptions. Across every sector of society, decision-makers are 

struggling to cope with heightened complexity and uncertainty resulting from the world’s highly 

interconnected nature and the increasing speed of change.  

Faster communication systems, closer trade and investment links, increasing physical mobility and 

enhanced access to information have combined to bind countries, economies and businesses more tightly 

together. In the coming decade – the time horizon of this report – our lives will be even more intensely 

shaped by transformative forces that are under way already. The effects of climate change are accelerating 

and the uncertainty about the global geopolitical context and the effects it will have on international 

collaboration will remain. At the same time, societies are increasingly under pressure from economic, 

political and social developments including rising income inequality, but also increasing national sentiment. 

Last but not least, new technologies, such as the Internet or emerging innovations will not bear fruit if 

regulatory mechanisms at the international and national levels cannot be agreed upon.  

In a world where risks transcend borders and sectors, the motivations underlying the Global Risks report at 

its inception in 2005 – to shed light on global risks and help create a shared understanding of the most 

pressing issues, the ways they interconnect and their potential negative impacts – are more relevant than 

ever. The shared understanding of challenges is needed as a base for multistakeholder collaboration, which 

has seen increasing recognition as the most effective way to address global risks and build resilience 

against them. To further inspire action, in this year’s report we include a new section sharing examples of 

risk mitigation and resilience practices. 

As in previous years, the report is based on the annual Global Risks Perception Survey, completed by almost 

900 members of the World Economic Forum’s global multistakeholder community. This year’s report 

introduces a new distinction between risks and trends, which allows the highlighting of trends as an 

enlarged solution space to many possible risks. The report also presents deep-dive discussions of the risks 

posed by a resurgence of interlinked economic and geopolitical power plays, the rapid urbanization of the 

developing world and the exciting realm of emerging technologies, from synthetic biology to artificial 

intelligence.  



 
The coming year offers unprecedented opportunities for much-needed collective action to address key 

global risks, such as the Sendai world conference on disaster risk reduction and the 2015 United Nations 

Climate Change Conference in Paris. As we mark the 10th anniversary of the report and highlight progress 

that has been achieved over the past decade, my hope remains that this work will contribute to the debate 

on how we think about global risks, mitigate them and strengthen resilience. 
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7. PERCHE’ CONSIGLIO QUESTO LIBRO (max 300 parole) 

Consiglio questo libro perché, anche in lettura comparativa con i report prodotti negli anni precedenti, 

consente di focalizzare lo scenario dei rischi “sistemici” del nostro pianeta che caratterizzano e 

condizionano il benessere dei popoli e lo sviluppo economico.  

I risultati dell’indagine, efficacemente ed estesamente rappresentati nel report (e in modo anche più 

utile in una parallela sezione “dinamica” del sito), possono aiutare a comprendere le complesse 

dinamiche sistemiche in cui si sviluppa la nostra azione, e possono anche, a mio parere, costituire un 

ottimo spunto di ragionamento per quanti sono coinvolti e/o interessati allo  sviluppo e all’applicazione 

di una quanto mai necessaria “pedagogia della complessità”. 


